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Post-boomer clientele represent more than 80 percent of the travelers who look for vacations that help the planet and
people, pointing towards future growth for responsible upscale tourism.

Virtuoso’s 2018 Luxe Report found that millennials were the generation most apt to seek out sustainable travel
options. As these younger travelers gain disposable income and means to spend on upscale experiences, brands
should look into incorporating eco-friendly elements and service into their offerings.
"Perceptions of luxury are evolving as more and more travelers also consider authenticity as the new luxury - access
to pristine natural areas, genuine cultural experiences and getting to know local people continue to advance the
notion of luxury travel as providing a great vacation that also helps to make the world a better place," said Costas
Christ, global sustainability strategist for Virtuoso, Bangor, ME. "And let’s not forget that baby boomers, who gave
birth to Earth Day in 1973 and made organic food mainstream, are also rapidly embracing travel that cares for the
planet.
"T he encouraging news is that millennials are not only doing the same thing, they are also taking it further in their
interest and support for sustainable travel," he said. "T his is not a trend, rather it is an evolution of travel."
For its research, Virtuoso surveyed its travel agencies.
Sustainable focus
Millennials are three times more likely than those in Gen X to look for sustainable travel. Gen X came in second,
followed by baby boomers and Gen Z.
While Gen Z sits at the back of the pack today, Virtuoso expects this group to take more after the millennials as they
are older and have more money to spend.
Beyond environmentally-friendly travel, consumers seek out tourism that gives back in other ways, such as
protecting local culture or aiding residents.

Hotels can incorporate sustainability into their properties in a number of ways. Planet-friendly practices such as
reducing plastic waste and lowering water usage appeal to travelers.
Guests also show interest in locally sourced food, which supports farmers, as well as other initiatives that give back
to the community economically.

Ritz-Carlton Naples' grow house. Image credit: Ritz-Carlton
For instance, T he Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte, NC brings farming to its urban situated hotel with several “agritourism”
offers. A LEED Gold certified hotel, the North Carolina property has worked to further its green thumb with a recently
installed rooftop garden, a farmers market in its lobby and conservation education for its youngest guests (see
story).
Ritz-Carlton Naples, FL repurposed a shipping container, turning it into a "grow house" for locally cultivated produce
(see story).
Animal rights and welfare are also top concerns.
For instance, in 2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts opted to ban shark fin from its restaurants as the population of fish
became endangered (see story). T he chain is also aiming to serve 100 percent cage-free eggs in its hotels by 2020
(see story).
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In addition to seeking out greener or more responsible travel, tourists are showing concern for the environmental
impact to certain destinations. For instance, climate change has been destroying the coral in the Great Barrier Reef
and coastal cities such as New Orleans battle rising waters.
Similarly, the tourist traffic to Machu Picchu threatens the ancient site, as too many feet trod on the Peru landmark
each year.
Along with expecting hotels to take action, consumers are also looking to enact a positive change while away.
T raveling is an increasingly popular way for people to give back, and hotel brands must stay on top of the trend to
maintain their status as the best in the business.
A 2015 study by T ours.com found that an astonishing 55 percent of U.S.-based travelers partook in volunteer work
during a vacation within the past two years, with almost three quarters calling their charitable donations or

philanthropic endeavors “important,” “very important” or “extremely important.” As “voluntourism” becomes
increasingly common, brands must show that they care equally and assist travelers in partaking in volunteer work or
gifting to maintain status and image (see story).
Eco travel
Consumers’ interest in sustainability has led to green-positioned hospitality brands.
Starwood Capital Group’s eco-friendly 1 Hotel brand reflects the luxury hospitality industry’s move toward reducing
environmental impact.
Launched two years ago, 1 Hotels is a mission-driven hospitality brand that set out to show that sustainability can be
a beautiful, luxury experience without lowering the expectation bar or coming off as too “crunchy.”
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With sustainability as its foundation, 1 Hotels has seen goodwill expressed by its guests due to its transparency
efforts whether the results are good, bad or ugly. Guests are able to explore 1 Hotels’ online dashboard that tracks
each property's water usage and waste or a particular room’s consumption during a stay (see story).
Other brands have incorporated sustainability into their operations.
"T he outlook for sustainable luxury travel remains very strong, as evidenced not only by Virtuoso's Luxe Report but
also by rising demand for purposeful travel across the entire industry," Mr. Christ said. "For example, in September
2017, GlobalData...reported that growing awareness about environmental issues has given rise to more travelers
seeking eco-holidays, with 57 percent of American travelers surveyed having incomes that exceed $150,000
annually being more likely to book an eco-friendly trip.
"T he same trends are reflected among many of Virtuoso's preferred partners, such as Uniworld Boutique River
Cruise Collection, which helped to pioneer standards for environmentally sensitive river cruising and have reported
significant growth in bookings by luxury travelers," he said. "Demand for sustainable cuisine led T he Peninsula
hotel in Beijing to commit to purchasing products for their restaurants from local artisans and organic farmers.
"T he Brando in French Polynesia, one of the world’s top luxury resorts, where President Obama also stayed while
writing part of his memoir, is run on 100 percent renewable energy with a robust conservation program. It is hard to
imagine a luxury travel company in the world today that does not have sustainability in their business plan as a way
to respond to this growing market.
"For Virtuoso, it is not only about business trends. Rather, we believe that sustainable travel is the right thing to do to
protect our beautiful and fragile planet for future generations."
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